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Abstract

The ability to perceive and distinguish different speeds is central for our interaction with

the world. Getting this right is critical for both success and sometimes even survival,

whether judging the velocity of a moving car or hitting a cricket ball.

There is strong evidence indicating that our inaccuracy in perceiving objects' absolute

speeds and distinguishing differences of speed between objects, is systematically

skewed in various contexts and even influenced by the immediately preceding

perceptions. This is because the visual system adapts to the current visual environment

by changing the neural responses. Viewing one object in motion affects the perceived

speed and speed sensitivity of objects viewed afterwards. Exactly how the visual system

adapts is still being debated, a subject explored in this paper.

The present study investigates whether local motion adaptation affects temporal

frequency mechanisms to produce changes in speed sensitivity.  To examine this we

designed three adaptation experiments using moving sinusoidal gratings and plaids,

finding that in all but the lowest temporal frequency tested, the speed discimrination

thresholds for plaids were significantly higher after adaptation to moving gratings.

In the third experiment using gratings for both the adaptation and test stimuli, there was

no difference in speed discrimination thresholds between the adaptation and

non-adaptation conditions. These results suggest that the effects of adaptation take

place at, or after, the integration of local motion signals. The novel findings are considered

in the context of speed tuned and frequency tuned mechanism theories, and indicate that

the effects of adaptation on motion perception cannot simply be considered in terms of

either speed tuned adaptation or frequency adaptation in isolation.
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Introduction

The processing of speed is a critical element of motion processing. Yet, while the earlier

stages of visual processing are reasonably well understood, there are numerous

contentions over how speed is encoded. One of the critical areas of debate is about the

mechanisms used for speed processing. Within the field of speed research, there are

several sub-questions. These include which stages of the visual system show neural

changes in response to changing speeds, the interactions between changes at different

stages, and the consequential perceptual changes (Movshon & Lennie, 1979; Krekelberg,

van Wezel, Albright, 2005); whether motion speed is directly encoded (Adelson and

Bergen 1985; Clifford & Ibbotson, 2002; Hammett, Thompson & Bedingham, 2000); and

whether motion direction or component orientation interacts with speed processing.

An object’s speed is not directly represented by the input received by the visual system.

The input consists of spatiotemporal patterns of light intensity. Spatial and temporal

frequencies are characteristics of a periodic pattern, with spatial frequency describing

how often the cycle of the pattern repeats over a unit of distance and temporal frequency

describing how long it takes to complete one cycle of the pattern. In the case of

sinusoidal grating, a frequently used stimuli in motion research, the spatial frequency is

the number of bars over a given distance and the temporal frequency is how long it takes

for the grating to move one cycle over a given distance (usually visual degrees).

Perception of speed, measured in degree/second  is produced by the ratio of spatial and

temporal frequency derivatives. There are cells that (1) respond separably to the spatial

frequency and the temporal frequency of an object, and (2) cells that are sensitive to

specific ratios between spatial and temporal frequency. The response to spatial and

temporal frequency is inseparable in these cells, and will therefore produce the same

response to motion with different spatial or temporal frequencies so long as the ratio

remains constant.
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The relationship between the two types of cells, and how the perception of speed is

subsequently produced, is one part of the motion literature under debate. Adaptation to

motion, caused by prolonged  exposure to a visual stimulus, allows us to probe this

relationship. The motion adaptation research has found mixed results regarding the

impact of adapting spatiotemporal separable or inseparable tuned cells, and the

consequential changes in perception of speed.

This paper focuses on the role of temporal frequency mechanisms in speed processing

and the way in which models of temporal frequency channels fit with adaptation research

on speed discrimination. 

1.1 The early stages of the visual system 

Before considering the mechanisms involved in speed processing, it is necessary to

outline the background literature regarding motion processing overall in the human visual

system. A brief introduction to early visual processing provides the necessary foundation

when considering the mechanisms underlying speed processing. 

The world surrounding us is in motion, and as objects move across our visual field, the

eye receives moving patterns of luminance that vary in intensity. The light landing on the

retina elicits neural impulses from photoreceptors, passing the signal through to bipolar

cells and ganglion cells, where the axons combine to form the optic disk. The neural

impulses are eventually passed along nerve fibres onto the primary visual cortex through

the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). At this stage, in the primary visual cortex, we start to

consider the extraction and processing of motion information. 

The majority of cells in the primary visual cortex (V1) are found to be responsive to

specific spatiotemporal patterns of motion for sinusoidal gratings (Albright, 1984;) with a

limited receptive field for each neuron corresponding with the area of the visual field in

which the cell can detect motion (Cavanaugh, Bair, & Movshon, 2002). A simple V1 cell

response uses linear spatial summation of the responses within the excitatory and

inhibitory regions of the cell's receptive field. These cells are sensitive to the

spatiotemporal frequency, orientation, and phase of the motion input. In some cases,
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simple cells in V1 have been found that are direction-selective, but almost all are found to

produce separable spatial and temporal frequency responses (Priebe, Lisberger, &

Movshon, 2006).

A more complex V1 cell's response shows phase independence and generally responds

to motion direction. These direction-tuned cells' response is often spatial and temporally

inseparable (Priebe, Lisberger, & Movshon, 2006). Finally within V1 are hypercomplex

cells, which have end-stopped receptive fields where the firing rate depends on the length

of the edge, bar, or line. These cells respond to short contours whilst filtering out long

contours. Most V1 neurons have been found to be end-stopped to varying degrees

(DeAngleis et al. 1994, Sceniak et al. 2001).

Contrast is known to affect simple and complex V1 cells' response, increasing V1 simple

cells' spatial summation at low contrasts (Sceniak, Ringach, Hawken, & Shapley, 1999). 

The cells' small receptive fields can only respond to motion perpendicular to the edge in

motion, and that response is ambiguous. The local motion signal from individual cells

cannot be used in isolation to determine the direction and speed of an object's pattern

motion (also referred to as global motion). The local motion response's ambiguity is

known as the aperture problem (Adelson & Movshon, 1982). Consider a sinusoidal grating

moving horizontally to the right, viewed through a small circular aperture; there are

multiple possible vectors for the direction and the speed of the object (See figure 1 for an

illustration, adapted from Adelson & Movshon, 1982). To perceive the global motion of an

object, the local motion signals produced from multiple V1 cells must be integrated and

segmented in order to produce a coherent perception of motion that is distinct from the

background and surrounding objects (Braddick, 1993).

The spatiotemporal frequency of motion input forms the foundation of motion

representation, including how speed is processed and the subsequent perception. The V1

cells, described earlier in this section, act as filters. Each cell is tuned to a different range

of temporal and spatial frequencies, allowing the decomposition of the spatiotemporal

pattern of light to be broken down into drifting sine-wave components. Each component's

location can then be specified in spatiotemporal frequency space, from which the
10



parameters of motion can be estimated (Chubb & Sperling, 1988). In regard to this early

stage of visual processing, there is a reasonable level of consensus in the literature. The

following stage is integrating and binding the individual component signals to form a

coherent, global motion. Here there is considerably more debate, including how signals

about speed are taken from the local outputs to produce our perception of an object's

global speed as it moves across our visual field. 

1.2 The computation of speed

The focus of this paper is on the mechanism underlying the perception of speed. While

there are several contentious areas regarding the computation and perception of speed,

our experiments focus on the role of temporal frequency mechanisms’ speed sensitivity.

To specify, perceived speed refers to the subjective estimation of an object's speed, and

speed sensitivity refers to the discrimination between different speeds. To address this,

we first consider the general nature of speed encoding before narrowing our focus in the

upcoming sections on adaptation, motion orientation, and the relation between global

and local motion speed. 

There are two main types of cells in the visual system which contribute to the processing

and the perception of object speed: spatiotemporal separable and spatiotemporal

inseparable cells. Both types of cells are found in the early stages of the visual system,

such as in V1 and MT, and it is likely that our eventual perception of speed is produced by

the combined neural output from the two types. The question then remains of how the
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two types of cells contribute to speed perception, and what stage the integration of the

signals takes place.

The neural response of spatiotemporal inseparable cells to stimuli is space-time

inseparable (Adelson and Bergen 1985; Clifford & Ibbotson, 2002), where the cell is

sensitive to the ratio between temporal and spatial frequency. A plot of the neural

response is given in figure 2B, with spatial frequency on the X-axis and temporal

frequency on the Y-axis, and the dotted line representing the neuron's peak sensitivity.

Any change in response to spatial frequency is proportional to the change in response to

temporal frequency. The peak response would be the same for stimuli with different

temporal frequencies, so long as speed remained constant, the ratio between temporal

and spatial frequency was constant, and the spatial frequency of the stimulus falls inside

of the cell’s spatial frequency tuning. For example, take a cell tuned to the speed of 4°/s,

with the spatial and temporal frequency ratio of 1:2. The cell would respond equally to

stimuli with the temporal frequency of 2 Hz and spatial frequency of 1 cycle/deg, and to

stimuli with the frequencies 10 Hz and 5 cycles/deg. These types of cells are typically

referred to as speed-tuned cells, due to the sensitivity to the spatiotemporal ratio rather

than the absolute spatial or temporal frequencies.

When speed is derived from cells that are responsive to different temporal and spatial

frequencies rather than speed, the cells underlying speed processing have separable

space-time responses. In this scenario, as the preferred spatial frequency of the cell

changes, the preferred temporal frequency remains fixed. Given that speed is calculated

from the ratio between the derivatives of temporal frequency by spatial frequency, as the
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cell changes the pattern of activation in response to the changing spatial frequency, the

cells preferred speed will concurrently change as well.

Both types of cells are found in the human visual system. First, let us consider the

evidence for the processing of speed directly from speed-tuned cells. If adaptation to

motion causes neural changes to speed-tuned cells, then subsequent perception of

motion would change if the speed of the stimuli is manipulated. If spatial and temporal

frequency are proportionally covaried, and the resulting speed is maintained, then there

should be no change in perception between stimuli of differing frequencies. When

adapting sinusoidal grating stimuli had a constant velocity and covaried temporal

frequency with spatial frequency, the subsequent perceived speed of test grating stimuli

(ranging from 2-16 Hz and c/deg) was consistent across the different frequencies

(Thompson 1981). The results support the theory that adaptation changes the response of

speed-tuned cells. If space-time separable cells were affected by the adaptation, we

would expect to see different results depending on the relationship between the adapting

and test stimuli temporal and spatial frequency.

If perception of speed is produced from the output of speed-tuned cells, then there are

two primary options for the cells’ structure and sensitivity. One option is a large array of

speed-sensitive cells, each narrowly tuned to a different speed, which produces a

continuous representation of speed (Boxtel, Van Ee, Erkelens, 2006). Speed sensitivity,

without prior interference, is typically precise, with participants able to differentiate

between motion stimuli where the speeds differ by as little as 5% (McKee, 1981; McKee &

Nakayama, 1984). An extensive array of narrowly speed tuned cells offers the simplest

explanation for accurate perception. 

The hypothesis that the perception of speed is produced from a wide array of narrowly

tuned detectors is somewhat challenged in the adaptation literature. When adapting to a

moving stimulus, subsequent perceived speed is reduced for stimuli of the same speed

and slower speeds (Hammett, Thompson & Bedingham, 2000). The findings have

prompted the argument that adaptation must be interacting with broadly tuned
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mechanisms (Smith & Edgar, 1994; Hammett, Thompson & Bedingham, 2000).

Orientation research, however, has demonstrated that an array of multiple detectors tuned

to narrow orientation bandwidths can produce repulsive aftereffects when there are

substantial angular differences between adapting and test stimuli (Vaitkevicius, el al.,

2009).  It is therefore possible that an array of detectors tuned to narrow ranges of speed

could produce the reduced perceived speed of multiple speeds previously found.

The different sensitivities of the two types of speed cells allows for adaptation

research studies to be used to break down the role of the two cell types in the

perception of speed, and isolate the role of each type in the processing of different

types of motion input.

1.3 Adaptation Research

Adaptation is a method frequently used to explore various visual mechanisms. The

assumption underlying this methodology is that when both the adaptation and test stimuli

share specific parameters - such as contrast, speed, frequency, or direction - some of the

same visual mechanisms are activated. Prolonged stimulus exposure reduces the

response of the mechanisms tuned for the stimulus parameters as a function of the

mechanism's sensitivity to the stimulus (Schrater & Simoncelli, 1998). This reduction in

response affects the perception of subsequently viewed stimuli if both the adaptation and

test stimuli share stimulus parameters (Carlson, 1962).

Today, the prevalent theory is that adaptation is a neural strategy to optimise perception

in a system where cells only have a limited response range. The recalibration theory

(Ullman & Schechtman 1982; Clifford 2002) is one such strategy that can be applied to

understanding how the visual system's response to adaptation can be useful. The theory

states that the visual system must adapt to changing visual environments in order to

conserve energy. Reduced visual processing is devoted to an unchanging environment to

preserve energy expenditure, whilst greater neural responses are excited by novel stimuli.

The recalibration theory proposes that the visual system must self-calibrate when
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mapping the visual stimuli onto neural activity patterns. The recalibration allows a change

in response, dependent on the visual environment's varying nature (Ullman &

Schechtman, 1982). Through self-calibration, the visual system reduces redundant

information transmission, optimising the use of limited pathways and power (Barlow,

1961). Following the recalibration theory, a period of adaptation changes the visual

mapping of the environment's structure through manipulation of neuronal responses in

certain parts of the visual system. In regards to the research focus of this, what are the

roles of speed tuned cells and of spatiotemporal separable tuned cells in motion

processing, the question framed in the recalibration theory is when does adaptation to

motion cause reduced neural responses in speed tuned cells, and when does it reduce

the neural response of spatiotemporal separable cells.

1.3.1. Speed and Spatiotemporal frequencies

Prolonged adaptation to moving stimuli affects the processes underlying perceived

speed. The nature of these adaptation effects is dependent on the similarities and

differences in the stimuli parameters between the adaptation stimulus and the following

test stimulus. The stage of visual processing where adaptation takes effect will determine

which stimuli parameters, such as speed, spatiotemporal frequency, and direction, will

change perceived speed. As discussed in section 1.3, there are two main types of cells

used in speed encoding and subsequent perception : Spatiotemporal separable

mechanisms and spatiotemporal inseparable mechanisms. 

After adaptation, the perceived speed changes compared to the perceived speed when

not exposed to prior moving stimuli. Early research initially showed that prolonged

exposure to a moving sinusoidal grating stimulus resulted in a decline in the perceived

speed of subsequently viewed matching stimuli (Thompson 1981, Goldstein 1957). The

reduction in perceived speed declines exponentially as a function of the adaptation

duration, with a slower recovery of perceived speed to pre-adaptation levels (Bex,

Bedingham, & Hammett, 1999, Hammett, Thompson, & Bedingham, 2000).
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Later research has shown that perceived speed can increase with adaptation, in certain

conditions. When both the speed and the temporal frequency of an adaptation grating

was low (2 - 4 deg/sec) and test speed high (>8deg/sec), then the perceived speed

increased, rather than decreased (Smith & Edgar, 1994). The time course of the

adaptation effects is similar to the patterns in conditions when perceived speed reduces,

in both cases changing as a function of adaptation duration (Hammet et al., 2005).

In the aforementioned studies (Smith & Edgar, 1994, Hammet et al., 2005, Bex,

Bedingham, & Hammett, 1999), speed and temporal frequency are manipulated, while the

spatial frequency remains constant. Therefore, any adaptation effects could be driven by

changes to either speed-tuned or temporal frequency tuned mechanisms. The exception

was one experiment within the Smith & Edgar paper (1994). When the spatial frequency of

the adapting gratings increased from 1c/deg to 4c/deg, whilst temporal frequency stayed

the same and speed was reduced, a similar pattern of increasing speed was found,

comparative to the previous stimuli of the same temporal frequency. There was no testing

to see whether the same pattern of results would be found across a broader range of

stimuli speeds and spatial frequencies. 

1.3.2. Speed discrimination thresholds

The focus of the research above is on the effects on the observer’s perceived speed of

the stimuli. Another measure frequently used to understand motion processing is speed

discrimination threshold. The two measures have been used both separately and jointly to

investigate the effects of motion adaptation on speed processing in the visual system.

The findings point towards an inextricable link between speed discrimination thresholds

and perceived speed.

When speed sensitivity was measured (Clifford & Langley, 1996), it was found that

as exposure to a moving sinusoidal grating lengthened, participants could detect

progressively smaller differences between stimuli speeds. In comparison, perceived

speed decreased as exposure to the motion stimulus lengthened.
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Further research found that changes in speed discrimination thresholds and perceived

speed following adaptation are inversely proportional to one another (Bex, Bedingham, &

Hammett, 1999). When exposed to gratings with temporal frequencies of either 8 and

15Hz (and speeds of 4 and 7.5 deg/s correspondingly, with a fixed spatial frequency of 2

cycles/deg) the observer's perceived speed of test gratings of varying speeds and

temporal frequencies decreased exponentially as a function of the exposure duration.

When the continuous exposure to the adapting gratings stopped, the rate of increase in

perceived speed of the moving stimuli was much slower than the initial decrease in

perceived speed.

When speed sensitivity was examined, it was found that the discrimination thresholds

decreased during adaptation, and afterwards returned slowly to the unadapted levels. The

changes in speed discrimination thresholds were found to be well fitted by Weber

fractions based on the perceived speed data squared, indicating that changes in speed

discrimination thresholds are a fixed percentage of perceived speed. As the perceived

speed decreases, the speed discrimination thresholds must also decrease, thereby

improving the observers sensitivity to changes in speed.

In the reverse direction, when perceived speed increased following adaptation (discussed

in section 1.3.1), then speed discrimination thresolds should correspondingly increase

with sensitivity to changes lessened. Later experiments looking into the relationship

between increased perceived speed and speed discrimination have produced these

findings. When adapting speed was low, and testing was high, the perceived speed

increased and speed sensitivity was estimated to lessen (Hietanen, Crowder & Ibbotson,

2008). These studies used the more computationally complex motion stimuli of radially

expanding flow fields, compared to the previously used gratings. The importance of

consistent results across different motion stimuli is considered in greater depth in section

1.6.
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1.3.3. Neural basis of speed encoding

According to Mather (1980), the motion aftereffects that occur following adaptation are

due to a shift in the response of a population of preferentially tuned cells to one of a range

of motion characteristics (e.g., speed or direction). Speed and direction of motion are

coded through the responses of a population of direction-selective units, such as MT

neurons that are firmly direction selective. Adaptation affects the mapping of visual stimuli

onto a population of motion-sensitive cells, following the recalibration theory discussed at

the beginning of section 1.3. The following question then is: at what stage of visual

processing does adaptation first cause the shift in response?

Single-cell studies testing responses in V1 have found that the reduction in firing of V1

neurons is typically more considerable for test grating stimuli that have the same

properties as the adapting grating stimuli (Movshon & Lennie, 1979). V1 neurons are

spatio-temporal selective, and therefore adaptation causes a reduction in firing of the

cells when the adaptation stimuli temporal and spatial frequency is within the bandwidth

of the cells tuning (Saul & Cynader, 1989a; Saul & Cynader, 1989b).

The probing of MT cells shows a different response. When MT neural responses to

random-dot stimuli adaptation were measured, as the speed of the test stimulus

increased relative to the adaptation stimulus speed(Krekelberg, van Wezel, Albright,

2006), the magnitude of the cell firing rates reduced, and range of speed that the cells

responded to was narrowed . At the same time, the perceived speed was reduced, and

speed discrimatinion improved. These results are consistent with the role of adaptation as

an adaptive process that enables greater sensitivity to changes in the environment.

Given the changed neural response in both V1 and MT, there are three primary options

regarding the underlying neural changes of adaptation:

1. The effects of adaptation originate in MT.

2. Adaptation changes neural responses at an early stage of the visual system, and

this filters through to the neural response at MT.
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3. Adaptation produces two different responses, directly changing MT cells

responses and directly changing early neural processes' responses.

1.4. Possible Explanations for Adaptation Effects

Based on the adaptation studies with speed and temporal frequency manipulation

(Hietanen, Crowder & Ibbotson, 2008; Bex, Bedingham, & Hammett, 1999; Clifford &

Langley, 1996; Smith & Edgar, 1994), both theories of speed tuned mechanisms and

spatiotemporal tuned mechanisms underlying adaptation effects on perceived speed and

speed sensitivity remain plausible. It is not clear from the previously discussed research

whether adaptation affects primarily one type of tuned cell, or whether both types are

affected.

When speed has been kept constant, and spatial and temporal frequency are covaried,

the lack of significant difference between speed perception after adaptation to gratings to

different frequencies indicate that speed tuned mechanisms were adapted (Thompson,

1981). However, decreased perceived speed and improved speed discrimination

thresholds have been found for moving sinusoidal gratings when the adaptation stimuli

was a counterphase flicker gratings with the same temporal frequency of the test motion

gratings (Clifford & Wenderoth, 1999). Furthermore, Neural studies have demonstrated

that flicker stimuli produce an increased response in V1 compared to motion stimuli
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(Sunaert, Van Hecke, Marchal, & Orban 1999).  Together, these findings point towards the

earlier adaptation of temporal mechanisms.

For both theories, speed tuned mechanisms and spatiotemporal frequency tuned

mechanisms, the neuron populations' structure and sensitivity range should be

considered. As was discussed in section 1.3, there is unlikely to be a widespread array of

narrowly tuned neurons to produce a continuous speed, or spatiotemporal frequency,

representation. There is strong evidence from both psychological and physiological

studies for the neural response to spatial frequency, demonstrating that spatial frequency

filters are tuned to narrow bandwidths (Blakemore & Campbell, 1969; Devalois, Albrecht &

Thorell, 1982; Bredfeldt & Ringach, 2002). Therefore, it is unlikely that spatially tuned cell

populations' adaptation causes the change in perceived speed and speed discrimination.

In the case of temporal frequency, however, the neural response in V1 is of individual cells

responding to a wide range of temporal frequencies, with some degree of overlap

between different cells (Foster, Gaska, Nagler, & Pollen, 1985). Therefore, models of

speed processing based on the adaptation of temporal mechanisms present a reasonable

basis for the subsequent effects.

One way to account for the pattern of results in perceived speed and speed

discrimination thresholds is to assume that the visual system has two (Hammett et al.,

2005; Smith and Edgar, 1993) or, in some accounts, three (Hammett & Smith, 1992),

broadly tuned temporal frequency channels. In Hammett et al.'s ratio model (2005), the

two frequency channels are a low-pass (P) and a band-pass (M) temporal filter. These

filters are space-time separable, each tuned to a wide range of temporal frequencies and

a narrow range of spatial frequencies (see figure 3 for the filter sensitivity as a function of

temporal frequency, taken from Hammett et al. 2005 paper). The low-pass filter has a

sustained peak response for low temporal frequencies before rapidly reducing

mid-temporal frequencies of approximately 7 Hz. The band-pass filter has a transient

peak response for high temporal frequencies, at approximately 10Hz. A pair of band-pass

and low-pass filters produce a combined response to a temporal frequency, where the
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band-pass filter’s sensitivity is proportional to the temporal frequency divided by the

low-pass filter sensitivity. Speed is derived from a filter pair’s combined response.

The primary strength of ratio models is the ability to account for why adaptation can

produce increased and reduced perceived speed. The activity of one temporal channel is

lowered depending on the temporal frequency of the stimulus. If the temporal frequency is

higher, then the band-pass filter sensitivity is reduced. The ratio of output between the

low-pass and band-pass filters decreases, and the stimulus appears to move more

slowly. However, if the frequency is lower, then the low-pass filter has a lower sensitivity,

increasing the two filters' ratio.

 The studies intended to investigate changing temporal frequencies (Hassan & Hammett

2015; Hammett et al., 2005; Hammett, Thompson & Bedingham, 2000; Smith & Edgar,

1993) manipulate the temporal frequency, whilst spatial frequency remains constant.

Because spatial frequency remains fixed, if the temporal frequency is to vary, then the

stimuli' speed must also vary. As such, the existing experimental data allows for the

possibility that it is a ratio of speed channels, rather than of temporal channels, that

underlie the perception of speed. If adaptation reduces the sensitivity of temporal

channels rather than speed channels, then we would expect to find the same results as

Hammett et al. (2005) and Smith & Edgar (1993) when the speed of the adapting and test

stimuli is kept constant whilst varying the temporal (and spatial) frequency. 

In summary, previous research shows that adapting to moving stimuli with a higher speed

and temporal frequency lowers perceived speed. Adapting to a lower speed and temporal

frequency increases perceived speed, at least when the following stimuli are of a higher

temporal frequency. Speed discrimination is consistently shown to be proportional to

perceived speed, where adapting to higher speeds and temporal frequencies results in

increased speed discrimination, and lower speeds and temporal frequencies result in

decreased speed discrimination. Whether the changes in speed discrimination and

perceived speed are due to the changes in stimuli speed or the changes in temporal

frequency continues to be debated.
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1.5 Plaid vs grating stimuli

Most of the research discussed thus far has used sinusoidal gratings for both adaptation

and test stimulus. The sinusoidal gratings are 1-dimensional patterns and do not require

the integration of signals across different orientations. Plaids, on the other hand, are

two-dimensional patterns. For a coherent motion pattern to be perceived from the two

overlapping gratings of plaid, the visual system must integrate the cells' signals

responding to different motion directions to produce the global perception of motion.

The general conclusions from studies on adaptation of MT and V1 cells are that the

processing of global motion patterns, such as plaids, requires two stages. Firstly, neurons

in V1 extract and analyse the individual local motion signals. Following local motion signal

analysis, the produced V1 outputs are integrated by populations of MT cells to produce

the overall global motion pattern (Movshon & Newsome, 1996). For example, in the case

of a moving plaid stimuli the local components are the sinusoidal grating patterns across

spatial and temporal dimensions. The V1 cells will respond to the component motion

signals within a limited receptive field. The array of outputs from V1 provide signals

regarding the motion properties of the component gratings across time and space. Some

MT cells, with far larger receptive fields, are pattern-direction selective. These cells can

integrate the local motion signals for the overlapping components to compute the overall

pattern motion of the plaid stimulus (Moveshon, 1986).

If we assume that perceived speed and speed discrimination of global motion patterns is

produced through a two-stage process where the component speeds are processed first,

before being integrated to produce the pattern speed, then the previous research into

perceived speed and speed discrimination that use gratings have focused on the effect of

adaptation on the first stage of motion processing. In the studies where more complex

motion patterns have been used, such as translating or expanding dot-patterns, the

results have been mixed (Krekelberg, van Wezel, Albright, 2005; Hietanen, Crowder &

Ibbotson, 2008).
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The differences in speed sensitivity for plaids and gratings provides further insight into the

mechanisms involved in plaid component integration. When speed discrimination

thresholds were measured for plaids and gratings  (Welch, L, 1989), and plotted against

the pattern speed, plotted curves of the data differed between gratings and plaids. When

the same thresholds were plotted against the plaid component speed however, the

curves superimpose on another. The speed discrimination thresholds of a grating and a

plaid match when the plaid component gratings move at 1 deg/sec and a pattern speed

of 5 deg/sec, and when the grating condition moved at 1 deg/sec. When the pattern

speed of the plaid was 1 deg/sec however, the speed discrimation was significantly

different to that of the gratings moving at 1 deg/sec. These findings indicate that the

component gratings' speed is responsible for the overall speed sensitivity for plaids. 

We have a limited understanding of how manipulating the neural response to

1-dimensional motion patterns could impact the perception of complex global motion

patterns such as plaids. Research has been carried out looking into global motion

adaptation's effects on the perception of subsequently viewed global motion patterns, but

the results have been mixed. When single-cell neural analysis has been carried out

alongside psychophysics experiments, the results support some, but not all of the

previous findings of increased and decreased perceived speed. MT neurons' response is

reduced when adapting to translating random dot patterns, corresponding with reduced

perceived speed and increased speed sensitivity of subsequently viewed global motion

stimuli (Krekelberg, van Wezel, Albright, 2005). When the test speed was faster than the

adapting speed, the findings started to differ from that of the local motion pattern.

Perceived speed decreased, speed discrimination increased, and the changes in

measures increased as the difference between the test and adaptation stimuli speed

increased. Different results for the effects of adaptation using global motion patterns were

found when expanding dot patterns were used (Hietanen et al., 2008) rather than the

translating dot patterns used by Krekelberg et al. (2005), where the improved speed

discrimination corresponded with adaptation finding using grating stimuli.

The research thus far has provided insights into the effects of adaptation on the

perception of 1 dimensional patterns, and on the perception of 2 dimensional patterns
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when the same stimuli is used for both the adaptation and testing stages. The results

indicate a difference in visual mechanisms that are adapted by the two types of stimuli.

A key aspect of the experiments presented in this paper is to investigate the effects of

adapting to a 1-dimensional pattern of a grating on the speed sensitivity in the perception

of a complex 2-dimensional pattern of a plaid. Using different stimuli at each stage

provides insights into how the different visual mechanisms interact together.

1.6 Effects of Motion Orientation 

A consequence of using different stimuli for the experiment's adapting and test stages is

a difference between the orientation and direction of motion patterns. The adapting

grating can either match the direction of the plaid's pattern motion or match one of the

plaid components' orientation. It cannot match both the pattern direction and both

component orientations. In either case, the difference could potentially cause a change in

speed sensitivity that is not a result of the manipulated temporal frequency. 

Frequently, motion research, speed, and direction perception are considered separately.

Within theories of speed tuned and spatiotemporal mechanisms, speed has been the

primary focus. However, as mentioned in section 1.1, some cells in V1 are sensitive to

changes in both spatiotemporal frequency, and to changes in direction. As such,

adaptation may affect mechanisms tuned to both speed and direction, rather than

mechanisms just tuned to speed. These mechanisms would encode the 2D pattern

velocity after receiving input from sensitive spatiotemporal mechanisms in V1 (Adelson,

J.A Movshon, 1982). The research previously discussed within this paper has primarily

used stimuli of the same direction of motion for the adapting and testing stages, and

therefore cannot be used to distinguish whether adaptation takes effect on speed tuned

or velocity tuned mechanisms.

When there is a mismatch between the adaptor and test orientation for simple gratings

stimuli (Thompson, 1981) a change in perceived speed is found, though to a lesser
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degree than change caused when the adapting moving grating stimulus has the same

orientation as the test grating stimulus. When the test speed and temporal frequency were

low the perceived speed was higher compared to when the speed and temporal

frequencies were high.

If adaptation first elicits a change in velocity tuned mechanisms, rather than speed tuned

or spatiotemporal mechanisms, then speed processing should be affected by differences

in the direction of motion between the adaptation and the test stimulus. A consequence

would be differing speed discrimination thresholds when stimuli of different directions are

tested. The changes in speed discrimination thresholds should still be independent of

spatial and temporal frequency changes if velocity tuned mechanisms are adapted, as

would be the case with the adaptation of speed-tuned mechanisms.

If adaptation elicits changes in spatiotemporal frequency mechanisms, then the direction

of motion for the grating and plaid stimuli should not impact speed discrimination.

However, many cells with space-time separable responses also produce responses

dependent on the stimulus’s orientation (Muller, Metha, Krauskopf, & Lennie, 1999;

Dragoi, Sharma, & Sur, 2000). The response of spatiotemporal mechanisms may therefore

be changed depending on differences in the stimuli orientation. Therefore, even if the

speed discrimination of plaids depends on the components' temporal frequency, the

grating and plaid components' differing orientations may change the results. 

Studies that have investigated the interactions between direction, perceived speed, and

adaptation have produced mixed results. Firstly, Smith & Edgar (1993) ran experiments

manipulating temporal frequency and measured perceived speed, using test grating

stimuli moving both in the same direction and then reverse the direction of the adaptation

grating stimuli. They found that both motion directions produced a similar pattern of

reduced perceived speed, though the changes in perceived speed were of a lesser

magnitude when the test gratings moved in the reverse direction of the adapting gratings.

However, when the adapting stimuli had a slower test speed/temporal frequency than the

test stimuli, the results started to differ, as perceived speed did not increase in any of the

conditions.  
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Other research provides support for the adaptation of velocity tuned mechanisms when

comparing the effects of motion direction on perceived speed, and vice-versa (Schrater &

Simoncelli, 1997).  When the impact of motion direction on speed was measured, it was

found that as the motion direction of the test grating moved closer towards the motion

direction of the adaptation grating, the perceived speed of the test grating increased.

When the impact of stimuli speed on the perception of direction was measured, it was

found that as the test stimulus speed either increased or decreased relative to the

adaptation stimulus speed, a shift in perceived direction of motion increased.

tThe results showed that perceived motion direction and perceived speed measurements

covaried with one another, with the conclusion that speed and direction are encoded by

the same velocity tuned mechanisms.

A third study shows another set of results. When speed discrimination thresholds of

gratings were measured after adaptation to gratings (Clifford & Wenderoth, 1999), the

thresholds decreased regardless of the adaptor motion direction, and each at a similar

rate of decline. When flicker stimuli were used, the pattern of results remained the same

regardless of whether the adapting grating orientation was parallel or perpendicular to the

test orientation. These findings indicate that adaptation occurs prior to velocity tuned

mechanisms and potentially in non-oriented receptive fields.

Two variations between the experiments could potentially cause a difference in results.

Firstly, the latter study measured speed discrimination whilst the former two measured

perceived speed. Given that previous studies have found changes in perceived speed

and speed discrimination thresholds to change proportionally, this variation is unlikely to

cause the difference in findings. The second variation is the type of stimuli used. The

Clifford & Wenderoth (1999) paper used gratings for all the stimuli, while the Schrater &

Simoncelli (1997) paper used drifting random dot patterns.

It is also possible that the Clifford & Wenderoth (1999) results are a consequence of

broadly tuned orientation selectivity of the adaptation mechanisms. Research into the

heights of receptive fields points towards a broad orientation selectivity for cells
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responding to plaid patterns, with the length of the receptive fields of direction-detecting

cells estimated to be very short (Georgeson & Scott-Samuel, 2000; Anderson & Burr,

1991). If this is the case, then the adaptation to motion may have impacted mechanisms

responding to both speed and direction if the direction of stimuli used remained within the

broad orientation range of the mechanisms.

To produce a coherent motion perception of a 2D motion pattern, the visual system must

integrate multiple motion direction signals. As discussed in section 1.5 (plaids Vs.

gratings), such stimuli' computation is likely to be carried out in two stages. Therefore, it

is plausible that adapting and testing 2D motion patterns affects visual mechanisms at the

stage of motion signal integration, wherein both direction and speed are encoded. It is

also possible, based on the findings on broad orientation ranges for motion detection

cells, that the components of plaid patterns are not initially processed separately. In both

scenarios the direction of motion of the stimuli may impact speed sensitivity.

If we accept the scenario that the effects of motion adaptation are space-time separable,

and therefore acting on spatiotemporal tuned mechanisms rather than speed or velocity

tuned mechanisms, then there are two potential areas for the neural change to take place.

Adaptation could either affect (1) the non-oriented receptive fields before V1, such as the

magnocellular LGN (Dhruv & Carandini, 2014; Solomon, Peirce, Dhruv, & Lennie, 2004), or

(2) the oriented receptive fields within V1 (Sunaert, Van Hecke, Marchal, & Orban 1999). If

the adaptation effects on speed discrimination are caused by changes in V1 cells, where

cells are tuned to spatiotemporal frequency and orientation, then changing the orientation

of motion pattern could affect the response to different temporal and spatial frequencies.

The adaptation effects could also be caused by a cascading effect from the lateral

geniculate nucleus (LGN).

In the case of the latter, there is existing research showing that following adaptation to

high contrast moving gratings, the LGN magnocellular cells of mice that responded to the

adaptor became desensitised as stimulus frequency increased, with decreasing response

gains (Dhruv & Carandini, 2014).. The adaptation only affected response gain, and not the

preferred spatial tuning of the cells. The LGN cells response in macaques showed similar
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reductions in response gains for broadly ranges of spatial and temporal frequencies

(Solomon et al., 2004). The response changes were also not shown to be dependent on

the stimulus orientation. Specifically, adaptation could be induced when the stimuli were

of a high temporal frequency, but not by low temporal frequencies. 

1.7 Experiment Outline

Existing research into adaptation on perceived speed and speed discrimination  has

produced the following findings: (1) perceived slowing if the adapting speed and temporal

frequency is higher than the test speed and temporal frequency, and (2) perceived speed

increases when the adapting speed temporal frequency is lower than the test speed and

temporal frequency. The results could be caused by adaptation of speed tuned, temporal

frequency tuned, or velocity tuned mechanisms.

If adaptation takes effect by manipulating temporal frequency mechanisms, the pattern of

results should depend on the test stimuli' temporal frequency relative to the adaptor.

When the adapting temporal frequency is higher, or the same as the test stimuli temporal

frequency, speed discrimination should improve, when the adapting temporal frequency

is lower than the test stimuli temporal frequency, speed discrimination should decrease.

This paper presents three experiments addressing the effects of local motion adaptation

of temporal frequency mechanisms on modulating speed sensitivity. The three

experiments all investigate the effects of adaptation on speed discrimination thresholds.

In the first experiment we establish a baseline speed discrimaintion threshold for plaid

stimuli of different spatial and temporal frequency, without any adaptation taking place.s.

In the second experiment, we test the effects of local motion adaptation using sinusoidal

gratings on the subsequent perception of global motion patterns using plaids, and

compare the results to the first experiment. In the third experiment, we investigate the

effects of local motion adaptation on subsequent perception of local motion patterns,

allowing for a direct comparison with previous findings. To investigate the relative impacts

of adaptation of speed tuned cells, and on spatiotemporal separable tuned cells, all three

experiments covary the test stimuli' spatial and temporal frequency, while the stimuli
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speed is fixed and matching the adapting stimuli's speed. If adaptation takes effect in

speed tuned cells we would expect no difference in results between test and adapting

stimuli of different temporal frequencies as all stimuli used matched on speed. 

The previous research into temporal channels and speed processing have used the same

stimuli for both the adaptation and test stimuli. We investigate whether adapting the

temporal frequency mechanisms in the first stage of motion processing carries through to

interfere with the integration of components in the second stage of processing. If

adaptation takes effect in speed tuned or velocity tuned mechanisms, there should be no

difference between the different temporal frequency conditions. By using different types

of adapting and test stimuli we are able to probe into what stage of processing motion

adaptation is taking place.
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Methods and Results

2.1 Overview 

The following experiments aimed to investigate the effect of motion adaptation on speed

discrimination thresholds. We were specifically interested in (1) whether manipulating the

temporal frequency of the test stimuli relative to the temporal frequency of the adapting

stimuli changes the effects of adaptation in experiments 1 and 2, and (2) whether the

effects of adapting to 1-dimensional patterns (gratings) has the same effect on the

subsequent perception of 1-dimensional (gratings) and 2-dimension patterns (plaids) in

experiment 3.

 2.2 Apparatus

Stimuli displays were generated using custom software and displayed on a Sony

Multiscan G420 (451 x 471 x 461mm) monitor with a spatial resolution of 1280 x 1024

pixels. The monitor had a vertical scan range of 75Hz and was calibrated and

gamma-corrected. Participant viewing distance was fixed at 57cm, resulting in 37.7 pixels

per degree and a screen size of 33.9° x 27.1°. Participants were instructed to fixate on the

dot in the screen's centre for the duration of the experiment.
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2.3 Stimuli and Procedure

Stimuli were translating sinusoidal gratings and plaids presented on a uniform grey

background (see figure. 4). The stimuli animations were presented using MATLAB

(MathWorks, Natick, MA) and the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997;

Kleiner, Brainard, & Pelli, 2007). The screen was gray, with a white central fixation dot.

Each trial consisted of two stimuli presented 6.5° to the left and right of a central fixation

dot. For adaptation and test conditions, all stimuli were presented within a circular

window with a diameter of 10.5° (figure 5 illustrates the relative sizes of the stimuli

presentation). The Michelson contrast was 0.25. The spatial window boundary was

smooth following a Gaussian profile for the outer 1.5° of the radius. The stimuli motion

was controlled using phase-shift per grating component, with the image updated every

frame (at a refresh rate of 75Hz).

For experiment 1, participants were only presented with the moving plaid stimuli. In

experiment 2 moving plaid stimuli were presented after an adaptation stage, where

sinusoidal grating stimuli were used. Experiment 3 only used sinusoidal grating stimuli for

both the test and adaptation stages.
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The plaid stimuli were constructed from two moving gratings superimposed over one

another, with the grating components orientated at 240° and 120° to produce a IOC

direction of the plaid of 180°, with a 60° plaid angle between the IOC direction and the

component gratings. The two plaid components and the resulting IOC plaid direction is

shown in figure 4. Each component moved at 2°/s, resulting in plaids with a pattern

motion speed of 4°/s. The sinusoidal grating stimuli were used as adaptation stimuli in

both experiments 2 and 3, and for the test stimuli in experiment 3. The adaptation grating

and the test grating moved at 4°/s, matching the plaid stimuli' pattern motion speed. The

plaid stimuli' components had matching temporal frequencies, which varied between 2 to

10 Hz. Correspondingly the spatial frequency was half the temporal frequency value,

ranging from 1 to 5 cycles/°.

During trials, the test stimuli had two speeds. The standard stimuli, presented on the left

side of the fixation dot, was kept at a constant pattern speed of 4°/s, with the component

temporal and spatial frequencies varying between 2 to 10 Hz and 1 to 5 cycles/° based on

the condition.  For the plaid stimuli, each component moved at 2°/s, and a combined

pattern speed of 4°/s. The grating stimuli had a speed of 4°/s.

The speed of the comparative stimuli, presented on the right side of the fixation dot, was

determined using the Quest threshold method (Watson, & Pelli, 1983), and was controlled

through manipulating the temporal frequency whilst fixing the spatial frequency. The

comparative plaid was faster in 50% of the trials and slower for the other 50% of trials.

Whether the speed of the comparative stimuli was faster than that of the test stimuli was

random. During the test stage, participants were asked to identify which of the two

presented stimuli appeared faster by pressing one of two arrow buttons on a connected

games console controller.

The standard and the comparison stimuli were kept on the same sides throughout the

experiment. It is possible that participants may have identified that one stimuli maintained

a fixed speed, however given that the position of the faster stimuli was randomised it is

unlikely that this identification could have impacted the decisions on speed difference by

the participants.
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2.4 Data Analysis 

To determine each trial threshold, we used probit analysis to fit the psychometric

functions (Finney, 1952). The probit function was fitted with one free parameter (sigma),

and was calculated for each condition per participant. The 95% confidence intervals for

the thresholds were calculated using parametric bootstrapping of the psychometric

functions (Wichmann & Hill 2001b). Ten thousand bootstrap estimates were generated for

each experimental trial to calculate the confidence intervals, and the 2.5th and 97.5th

percentile taken from the ordered bootstrap values to produce the 95% central range.

2.5 Experiment 1 

The first experiment was used to establish a baseline of speed discrimination thresholds

for each temporal frequency condition.

2.5.1 Participants

There were two naive participants (TH, GG) and one author (LMC). All had normal or

corrected to normal vision.
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2.5.2 Procedure 

Observers were presented with the plaid stimuli on each side of the fixation dot and

judged which of the two plaids moved at a faster speed (speed discrimination). The

duration of the stimuli presentation was randomised between 0.8-1.2s. The randomisation

of duration prevented observers using the distance travelled as a measure for speed

discrimination. After the stimuli presentation, the fixation dot remained on an entirely

uniform grey screen. At this point, participants made the speed judgment using a

Microsoft sidewinder game controller. When the response was correct, the fixation dot

became black for 0.25s and was followed by the presentation of a blank screen remaining

for 0.75s (when the response was correct) before presenting the next trial. When the

response was wrong, the fixation dot remained the same colour, and the blank screen

remained for 1s. The aim of the feedback was to give the participants an incentive to get

the correct answer, and to allow for feedback led improvement from the participants.

Participants also carried out a practice trial for each condition in experiment 1. Each

condition was tested using blocks of 64 trials, with the blocks repeated a minimum of 4

times. Each participant was trained on each temporal frequency condition prior to testing,

using a speed discrimination task of moving plaids without prior adaptation. From the

initial four blocks, box plots were used to identify outliers in each condition. In the case of

outliers, the block of testing was repeated.
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2.5.3 Results 

The results from experiment 1, presented in figure 6, show no systematic evidence

that speed discrimination performance was affected by changing the test plaids' temporal

and spatial frequency. The graphs show speed discrimination thresholds as a function of

the test plaids' temporal frequency for each participant. Taken in isolation, the results

indicate that changing the temporal frequency, concomitant with changing the spatial

frequency of plaids does not affect speed discrimination performance, at least within the
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range we used. These findings correspond with the results for control conditions in

previous perceived speed research (Hammett et al., 2005; Smith & Edgar, 1994).

2.6 Experiment 2

For the second experiment, we looked at the effect of adaptation on speed discrimination

thresholds and whether adaptation differed depending on the stimuli' temporal frequency.

Compared to previous studies investigating the role of temporal frequency, we keep the

speed of both the test and adapting stimuli fixed whilst covarying the temporal and spatial

frequency of the test plaids. By maintaining a fixed speed, we can probe into whether

previous results were caused by adapting speed-tuned mechanisms, in which case there

would be no change in speed discrimination thresholds between stimuli of differing

frequencies, or by temporal frequency sensitive mechanisms which are space-time

separable.

2.6.1 Procedure 

Participants were first presented with the adaptation stimuli, two sinusoidal gratings

moving outwards horizontally at 4°/s, for the 30s, presented on each side of the fixation

dot. The adaptation grating had the temporal frequency of 8Hz and the spatial frequency

of 2 cycles/°. By covarying the spatial and temporal frequency, we were able to keep the

speed of the adapting and the test stimuli the same. Before each subsequent trial, there

was a period of re-adaptation to the grating stimulus for 5s, followed by a blank interval of

0.5s and the plaid test stimuli' presentation. A visualisation of this experimental design

can be seen in figure 7.

The test stimuli followed the same design as the plaid trials in experiment 1, where each

component moved at 2°/s resulting in plaids with a pattern motion speed of 4°/s,

matching the speed of the adaptation grating. The blocks of trials for both experiments 1

and 2 were tested during the same testing sessions. The testing of blocks from

experiment 1 was always carried out before the blocks from experiment 2, to prevent
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longer-term adaptation interference impacting the speed discrimination performance in

experiment 1.

2.6.2 Results

The results from both experiment 1 and experiment 2 are shown in figure 8, showing how

adaptation changes speed discrimination thresholds. The results show that adapting to a

moving grating negatively affects subsequent speed discrimination performance for

plaids moving with the same pattern speed, and this effect depends on either the

temporal frequency or the spatial frequency of the test plaids. For all three participants,

thresholds were significantly higher when adaptation occurred, except when the plaid

components' temporal frequency was 2 Hz. It is important to note that, unlike previous
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adaptation experiments where the test temporal frequencies are manipulated (Clifford &

Wenderoth, 1999; Krekelberg, van Wezel, & Albright, 2005; Bex, Bedingham & Hammett,

1999), the thresholds from adaptation testing did not fall below the thresholds from

testing without adaptation at any frequency level. The reasons that may account for our

difference in results are (1) we maintained a fixed speed for the test and adapting stimuli

whilst previous studies fixed spatial frequency and covaried speed and temporal

frequency, and (2) we used 2-dimensional plaid stimuli for the test stage and a

1-dimensional sinusoidal grating for the adaptation phase. The implications of these

differences are considered in greater depth in the discussion.

2.7. Experiment 3

The final experiment replicated experiment 2, with the difference of using sinusoidal

gratings for both the adapting and test stimuli. By changing the test stimuli we examined

whether the results from experiment 2 were caused by the adaptation of 1-D motion

mechanisms, namely the plaid components. This study also provides insight into whether

previous adaptation on perceived speed can be replicated when only temporal and spatial

frequencies are manipulated, and speed is fixed. In the experiment, we tested the effects

of adaption on the speed discrimination thresholds when adapting and testing stimuli

were sinusoid gratings. 

Based on the findings from experiment 2, we tested thresholds when adapting temporal

frequency was 8Hz, the same as with the prior experiment, and when the test temporal

frequency was 6Hz for the standard stimulus. The test temporal frequency falls in the

middle of the range of frequency tested in experiment 2, and all three participants

produced robust increases in the threshold at this level. Therefore, if adaptation has the

same effect on the perception of gratings as it did with plaids, showing that the prior

results were due to adaptation on the plaid components, we would expect to see a

significant increase in discrimination threshold following adaptation test stimuli of 6Hz.
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2.7.1 Participants

Two of the same participants from experiments 1 and 2 (LMC, GG) carried out the third

experiment.

2.7.2 Procedure

The same methods from experiments 1 and 2 were used. In the adaptation condition, the

adaptation stimuli were the same for experiment 2, with a sinusoidal grating moving

horizontally towards the edge of the screen at 4°/s. The test gratings had a temporal

frequency of 6 Hz. In experiments 1 and 2, using 6Hz for the plaid temporal frequency fell

in the middle of the frequencies tested and produced robust increases in threshold with

prior adaptation for all participants. 

Two variations of test stimuli were used. These were sinusoidal gratings moving at 4°/s.

The gratings moved in either the direction of 60° or 300° and corresponded with the

plaids' components in experiments 1 and 2. The results collapsed across the two

conditions. The blocks of trials for this experiment were carried out separately to the

blocks of trials for experiments 1 and 2.
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2.7.3. Results

A different pattern of results, shown in figure 9, was found when using grating stimuli

compared to the plaid stimuli in experiment 2. If the adaptation affected local processing

levels, we would expect a substantial rise in the threshold when using the grating stimuli.

The results in figure 9A and 9B show that no significant rise in thresholds for either LMC

or GG. With the temporal frequency set at 6 Hz, a level where all participants had

thresholds higher with prior adaptation than without plaid stimuli, no difference was found

between trials with prior adaptation and without prior adaptation. As adaptation did not

change the speed discrimination of gratings at a temporal frequency that produced higher

thresholds following adaptation for plaid stimuli, we conclude that the effects of

adaptation found in experiment 2 were caused by changes in visual processing occurring

either during or after the integration of plaid components’.

Discussion

These experiments investigated the interaction between adaptation and stimuli temporal

frequency on speed discrimination thresholds when speed was kept constant throughout

the conditions. The results from the second experiment indicate that after adapting to a

sinusoidal grating, the speed discrimination thresholds of plaids generally increased in the

range of plaid component temporal frequencies tested. The third experiment showed that

using gratings for both the test and adapting stimuli results in no change in speed

discrimination thresholds compared to performance without prior adaptation.

Previous studies of speed adaptation have found an improvement in speed discrimination

following motion adaptation, except when the testing stimulus is of a greater speed and

temporal frequency than the adapting stimulus. Our experiments do not follow the

expected pattern based on previous adaptation studies. Simultaneously, our results from

the second experiment  show a dependence of speed discrimination on the test stimuli'

temporal frequency relative to the adaptor. Therefore, the results also do not support

theories that adaptation effects generally cause changes in the neural response of speed
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or velocity tuned mechanism, with these results at least presenting an exception to the

model.

The first and second experiment indicate that the temporal frequency of adapting gratings

impairs the subsequent speed sensitivity of plaids, and that this effect is a consequence

of the adaptation period and not of the direct impact of different test stimuli on

perception. The third experiment, using gratings for both adaptation and testing, showed

no effect of adaptation on speed discrimination, suggesting that the impact of temporal

frequency adaptation on plaid perception occurs after the initial processing of local

components. 

3.1. Previous research and temporal frequency 

The results from the second experiment are somewhat surprising when considered

alongside the previous speed discrimination and perception research. When speed and

temporal frequency are covaried, the change in perception of both gratings and global

motion patterns have depended on whether the adaptor speed and frequency is lesser or

greater than the test stimuli's (Bex et al., 1999; Hietanen et al., 2008). Previous studies

concluding that adaptation affects temporal frequency mechanisms propose that the

changes in perceived speed are caused by a change in the peak response for one of two

temporal channels (Hammett et al., 2005; Smith & Edgar, 1993). The change in one

channel then alters the ratio between the two temporal channels and changes the

perceived speed produced from the derivative of the ratio.

In Smith & Edgars (1993) study, when the adaptor was 6.5Hz, the closest to our adaptor

frequency, perceived speed was reduced at low test frequencies (2Hz) compared to non

adapted conditions, and as the test frequency increased the perceived speed eventually

changed to be greater than the perceived speed of non-adapted stimuli. Based on the

speed sensitivity research, it is reasonable to assume that speed discrimination changes

would be proportionally opposite to the perceived speed changes. Namely, at the low test

frequencies speed discrimination would improve, and at high test frequencies, it would

worsen. The previous speed discrimination studies have not considered the relative
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temporal frequencies of adapting and test stimuli, instead focusing only on the relative

speeds. 

When measuring speed discrimination, it generally improves (with lower thresholds) after

adaptation (Bex, Bedingham, & Hammett, 1999; Clifford & Langley, 1996; Krekelberg, van

Wezel, Albright, 2005). The conclusions drawn have primarily been that adaptation causes

a change in temporal frequency mechanisms (Bex, Bedingham, & Hammett, 1999;

Krekelberg, van Wezel, Albright, 2005), such as in altering the ratio between two temporal

channels that respond to different frequency ranges. The alternative hypotheses are that

adaptation causes speed changes tuned (Thompson, 1981) or velocity tuned (Schrater &

Simoncelli, 1998).

All three experiments keep speed constant and covary the temporal and spatial

frequencies of the plaid components. The aforementioned studies argue that their results

were due to temporal frequency mechanisms' effects, despite covarying the speed and

temporal frequency whilst keeping the spatial frequency constant.

However, the second experiment shows that the test temporal frequency is a significant

determiner of speed discrimination thresholds, something that would not occur if

adapting to the sinusoid grating pattern only changes the response of speed or velocity

tuned mechanisms. 

3.2. Plaids and gratings

The most likely reason for the difference in our results for the second experiment,

compared to previous studies, is using different stimuli for the testing and the adaptation

stages of the second experiment. The previous studies discussed so far used the same

stimuli for both stages. In the second experiment, the adapting stimulus is a 1-D sinusoid

grating pattern, whilst the test stimulus was a 2-D plaid pattern. The former does not

require the integration of overlapping signals across different orientations, whilst a

coherent perception of the plaid stimulus depends on the spatial integration of the two

1-dimensional grating components. 
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The previously mentioned studies on speed discrimination thresholds have used both

gratings (Bex, Bedingham, & Hammett, 1999) and radially, and translating, dot patterns

expanding flow fields (Hietanen, Crowder & Ibbotson, 2008; Krekelberg, van Wezel,

Albright, 2005), both producing similar patterns of results showing generally improved

speed discrimination. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that similar mechanisms are

affected by motion adaptation, regardless of the pattern's complexity, otherwise, for

different types of stimuli, we would expect a different pattern of results.

Our experiments indicate that temporal frequency contributes to adaptation at the stage

of component integration, as it is not shown to affect the perception of simpler 1D motion

patterns in both our third experiment and previous research (Thompson, 1981). If the

adaptation caused a change in response in the neurons responding to the plaid

components, then we should have seen a similar pattern in response when gratings that

matched the plaid components were used.

Recent research has found that adaptation has a disruptive effect on motion integration of

plaids and that the effect is partially dependent on the motion orientation (Patterson,

Wissig, & Kohn, 2014). After adaptation to sinusoidal gratings, a sharp reduction in MT

cells' pattern selectivity was found in response to plaids. The plaids' perceived coherence

was tested alongside the cell recording by manipulating the plaid components' spatial

frequency differences. Participants were less likely to report a coherent plaid motion in

both adapted and unadapted conditions when the spatial frequency difference was

greater. After adaptation, coherent perceptions were significantly reduced compared to

the unadapted conditions when the plaid pattern direction matched or moved in reverse

of the grating direction. When the plaid pattern moved orthogonally to the adaptor, there

was no difference between the coherence in adapted and unadapted conditions. 

The conclusion drawn from the paper was that adaptation to gratings distorts the

presentation of low-level motion signals early in the visual system, the effects of which

then cascade to disrupt the integration of the components in MT. The theory that the

effects of adaptation are caused by disruption to pattern component integration
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corresponds with our findings of grating adaptation impairing subsequent speed

discrimination of plaids, whilst not affecting speed discrimination of gratings. It is

reasonable to conclude then that disruption to the integration process of plaids will, at

least at in some conditions, will lead to an increase in speed discrimination thresholds

Our findings add to the theory by demonstrating that the disruptive effects of grating

adaptation on motion integration are dependent on the temporal frequency of plaid

components, potentially relative to that of the adaptor grating. After exposure to a grating

with reasonably high temporal frequency (8Hz), speed discrimination appears to generally

worsen for test plaids with component temporal frequencies between 4 and 10Hz. The

data produced in the current study is insufficient to determine the relationship between

high frequency adaptation and the relative impact on high and low test temporal

frequencies.

A follow-up experiment should be replicated using plaids for adaptation and testing. This

would assess whether a change in component integration caused the first experiment's

adaptation effects. Alternatively, adaptation may be causing changes in processing after

the components have been integrated. In the scenario of post-integration adaptation,

adapting to a plaid pattern should produce similar results compared to grating pattern

adaptation.  

It would also be informative to investigate the relationship between the test stimulus

temporal frequency and the adapting stimulus temporal frequency, and the consequential

effect on speed discrimination thresholds. These experiments kept the adapting temporal

frequency constant. If there is some basis to previous theories that adaptation effects one

of two temporal channels, and that the ratio between temporal channels that impact the

integration of motion signals, then changing the adaptor temporal frequency should affect

speed discrimination.
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3.3. Orientation

This set of experiments are of limited use in judging the relationship between motion

orientation, direction, and speed discrimination thresholds. The third experiment, using

sinusoidal gratings for the adapt and test stimuli, produced an insufficient volume of data

for the thresholds of differing orientations to be compared. Further experimentation is

needed, where the orientation of the adaptor grating is manipulated, the consequential

effect on the speed discrimination of plaids tested. Furthermore, only one temporal

frequency was tested in the third experiment. Therefore the question also remains of how

the orientation of an adaptation stimulus may interact with temporal frequency

mechanisms to affect speed discrimination.

The Patterson, Wissig & Kohn (2014) study on the effects of adaptation on plaid

coherence is important to consider relative to our findings. The study demonstrated that

adaptation interacted with mechanisms responding to the direction of motion of the plaid

pattern, rather than the plaid pattern's orientation or the plaid components'

direction/orientation. The findings indicate the adaptation of neural populations in MT

changing the responses to pattern selectivity. The gratings in the test phase of the second

experiment did not match the adaptor gratings' orientation. The plaid motion pattern, on

the other hand, did follow the same direction as the grating. Based on the Patterson et al.

findings, the plaid pattern's and grating's shared motion direction will have interfered with

the MT response to the plaid pattern, which in turn is likely to have affected the speed

discrimination performance.

3.4. Other explanations

There is another potential explanation for the findings of our experiments. Thus far, the

theories discussed have followed the assumption that the effects of adaptation on speed

discrimination are caused by the adaptation to one type of mechanism, such as

temporally tuned channels. The adaptation of early-stage mechanisms would then

cascade onwards to affect the neural response further on in the visual system, such as of

speed-tuned MT cells. An alternative theory is that multiple levels of visual processing
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could adapt to prolonged exposure of the same stimulus, in which case perceptual

changes caused by adaptation could be a consequence of adaptation of multiple

mechanisms (Stocker & Simoncelli, 2009). The responses produced from the adapted

mechanisms would then interact to produce the perception of motion speed, including

speed discrimination and perceived speed estimations. 

It is not easy to assess whether different visual mechanisms are separately affected by

adaptation, or whether adaptation occurs at an early level with consequential cascading

effects on later processes. For example, if early spatiotemporal mechanisms are first

affected by adaptation, the signals sent forward to speed tuned neurons in MT would be

altered. The consequential effects on perceived speed might look similar to those which

would occur if both spatiotemporal mechanisms and speed tuned mechanisms were

separately adapted to the motion. 

A potential confounding factor in the experimental design was the contrast level of the

stimuli. Both the adapting and the test stimuli use the same contrast level. The interaction

between contrast and perceived speed is well documented. At slow speeds, high-level

contrast stimuli appear to move faster than low-contrast stimuli (Thompson, 1982). As

speed increases, the effect starts to reduce and eventually reverses to the point where

low contrast stimuli appear faster than high contrast stimuli (Brooks, 2001; Thompson,

Brooks, & Hammett, 2006). Given that the adapting and test stimulus speed was kept

constant, the interaction between contrast and perceived speed should not have

contributed to the change in speed discrimination thresholds, based on these studies.

Recent research has found that temporal tuning for speed processing in mice is

dependent on the contrast of the stimuli (Camillo, Ahmadlou, & Heimel, 2020). The tuning

curve moved to peak at higher temporal frequencies as the contrast increased. Therefore

it is plausible that by using a relatively low contrast of 25%, relative to the range used in

the Camillo et al study which ranged from 10% - 90%, the temporal frequency

mechanism's tuning was moved to peak at a lower temporal frequency than if we had

used a higher contrast for the stimuli. If the ratio between temporal channels produces

perceived speed, changing the peak sensitivity of one channel would affect subsequent
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perceived speed and discrimination. However, this explanation can only account for the

differences between temporal frequency conditions. It does not explain why the results

showed a difference between adaptation and no-adaptation conditions.

Finally, there is the matter of different contrast effects for plaids and gratings. Plaids

appear to be of lower contrast than gratings with the same Michelson contrast

(Georgeson & Shackleton, 1994). The effect is consistent across different spatial

frequencies and contrast levels. The different contrast perception should not have

affected the variations in speed discrimination across temporal frequencies but could

have caused different perceptual effects when gratings were used as the test stimuli

rather than plaids. Speed perception is shown to be linked to contrast level, and

perceived speed of low contrast gratings is found to be lower than perceived speed of

high contrast gratings (Stone & Thompson, 1991). A lower perceived contrast of plaids

may therefore result in lower speed sensitivity.

Conclusion

The findings from the three experiments provide a novel insight into the role the temporal

frequency mechanisms have on speed discrimination, and specifically at what level the

adaptation of temporal frequency takes effect. The experiments suggest that adaptation

to 1-D motion patterns interferes with integrating components in subsequently viewed

plaids, as the adaptation had no effect when gratings were used as test patterns. This

points to more complex adaptation effects than merely the adaptation of either temporal

frequency tuned mechanisms or speed tuned mechanisms. 
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